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Introduction
For our Senior Design project we had to design a
web page which would search publicly available
Tufts information. The goal of the project was to
gather the most relevant information and provide an
intuitive, unified interface. We worked closely with
Tufts Technology Services (TTS) to create a
prototype of this service which they could later
refine.

Project
From an engineering perspective, the project
broadly broke down into two parts: the web page
itself and the server which it queries. This tech-note
will cover the technology used for the web page,
why we chose it, and what it enabled us to do.

Choosing Elm
To create the web page, we chose a relatively new
language called Elm. Unlike other alternatives,
React (which Facebook backs[1]) and Angular, Elm
provides a guarantee of not crashing[2]. This is a
rare feature among web frameworks. Whereas a
typical JavaScript application would crash several
times in production, an Elm application offers a
seamless user experience.
Elm separates the data itself (e.g. the search results)
from how it looks on the web page. That means that
we could easily build many different ways of
viewing the same data. So, our human factors
engineer could design without having to worry
about how the data was structured, while our
computer scientists could build different looks for

the same data. This separation would allow our
system to be flexible and quickly adaptable.
Because Elm doesn’t carry the same kind of legacy
that a widely used language like JavaScript does, it
is more predictable. Whereas JavaScript cannot
remove any error-prone features because that could
break the web, Elm focuses on being error-free,
quick to run[3], and small to download[4].
Elm also allows us to accommodate a host of user
interactions. When a user interacts with the web
page, Elm processes this as an event. Then, we can
receive the event and automatically update the view,
knowing that nothing the user clicks can crash the
page. This forms an event loop, pictured in Figure 1.
Elm only requires that we specify: 1) Possible
events; 2) How to update information based on
events; and 3) How to display that information.
Because of Elm’s guarantees, we can confidently
change one of these without breaking the others.

Figure 1. The Elm Runtime Model

How it worked in Practice
We quickly built our first prototype and easily
adapted to changes in the specification from TTS.
These changes did not significantly add to
development time because of Elm’s error-free
guarantee. Because Elm separated considerations
about the data from the look and feel of the web
page, we could neatly split work between members.
Elm’s Runtime Model allowed us to implement an
autocomplete drop down with minimal difficulty.
This feature loads the top five results that match the
user’s incomplete query in real time. In JavaScript,
this feature would require extensive manual
case-handling that could expose the application to
unforeseen corner cases and cause unexpected
behavior. However, Elm enforces that we handle all
possible cases, which means that we could ensure
that there is no undefined behavior. Although we

had anticipated this feature to be the most complex,
eschewing JavaScript in favor of Elm made it the
most simple.

Conclusion
Elm enables agile development and confident
reconfiguration as new priorities emerge, which
industry professionals have valued[5]. It let us
clearly distinguish between the information and the
display, allowing for efficient teamwork. Its
error-free guarantee made it simple to reorganize,
and its structure made it easy to implement
seemingly complicated features. Given the
experience of our team and the parameters of the
project, Elm was clearly the right choice.
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